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ABSTRACT
A notional space telescope configuration is presented that addresses issues of angular resolution, spectral bandwidth and
rejection of host star glare by means of a double dispersion architecture. The telescope resolves angle by wavelength. In
an earlier embodiment for surveys, a primary objective grating telescope architecture was shown to acquire millions of
objects in one observation cycle, one wave length at a time. The proposed HPF can detect exquisite spectral signatures
out of millions of wavelengths in albedos - one exoplanetary system at a time. Like its predecessor, the new HPF
telescope has a ribbon-shaped flat gossamer membrane primary objective that lends itself to space deployment, but the
preferred embodiment uses a holographic optical element rather than a plane grating. The HOE provides an
improvement in efficiency at select wavelength bands. The considerable length of the membrane can be in the 100 meter
class providing angular resolution sufficient to resolve planets in the habitable zone and also spectral resolution
sufficient to earmark habitability. A novel interferometric secondary spectrograph rejects host star glare. However, the
architecture cannot disambiguate multiple stellar sources and may require unprecedented focal lengths in the primary
objective to isolate one system at a time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is an amusing comparison made between exoplanets and the children’s story of Goldilocks, because some
planetary orbits are too hot, and some are too cold, but some are just right. However, Goldilocks isn’t simply about
temperature. It’s about porridge. What kind of telescope can sense home cooking within the habitable zones of our
stellar neighborhood? A planet’s orbit may sustain water as a liquid, but the presence of water or other molecules will be
unknown until spectrographic data are available. Many inorganic and organic signatures will require exquisitely detailed
spectrograms.
The necessity is not lost on NASA. The Decadal Survey of Astronomy and Astrophysics makes it quite clear that
exoplanet discovery must include a spectroscopy component.1 Yet there are no existing habitable planet zone finders
with spectrographs and few are planned.
1.1

The Dittoscope

An entirely new species of telescope emerged in 2007 under the aegis of the NASA Institute for Advanced Concepts. 2
The eponymous “Dittoscope” completely broke with convention by using a diffraction grating as its primary objective.
Conventional wisdom is to avoid chromatic aberrations from dispersing primaries, because spectra overlap. Light
collected along an angle of declination enters into a common pathway, turning the firmament into what appears to be a
“white” line.
Tested on a bench, the primary objective grating telescope concept worked. The trick was to place a spectrograph in the
secondary. For any angle of incidence over a 40° free spectral range in the first-order there is a unique wavelength at a
fixed angle of reconstruction. The telescope maps a virtual spectrum onto the sky, and as the stars precess, the intensities
of their wavelengths are recorded against sidereal time. Data reduction produces a history of the change in intensity for
each object at each wavelength. This revolutionary telescope could acquire millions of objects in a single observation
cycle. It would be the ultimate multiple object spectrograph.
Figure 1 illustrates a plane grating primary which diffracts all angles of incidence from all objects into a fixed angle of
reconstruction. Plane waves from the sky on one side of the grating are reconstructed as plane waves on the other side.
Reconstructed waves are focused by a parabolic mirror to a spectrograph where objects are dispersed in proportion to
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their original angles of incidence. Each object is imaged at a unique wavelength. As the stars precess or the primary is
rotated in space, the spectra of all stars are assembled over one observation cycle.

Figure 1. In a ground observatory, at any instant of the night, a star at a particular angle is diffracted by POG A to secondary
parabolic mirror B, and the light is focused on slit C. A secondary disperser, D separates out all the visible objects as
spectrum E. Three distinct targets at angles -30°, -15°and 45° are illustrated in bold lines, but the entire line of right
ascension is covered. As the stars precess their entire spectra are taken over the course of the night.

The Dittoscope is well suited to searching for planetary systems by recording the Doppler shifts of host stars, but it does
not see the planets that are moving around the stars. A telescope must occlude or null a star’s glare to see planets. The
Dittoscope sees all stars in all colors all the time, one color at a time. A habitable planet finder must study one planetary
system in all colors all of the time and null the star.
1.2

An alternative approach

HOMES (Holographic Optical Method for Exoplanet
Spectroscopy), Figure 2, turns the Dittoscope upside down.
Instead of using a fixed angle of reconstruction over a broad
range of angles of incidence, HOMES uses a single angle of
incidence over a broad range of angles of reconstruction. Unlike
the Dittoscope that varies angles of incidence to temporally
assemble spectra, HOMES holds a static pose relative to one
star. Unlike refraction or reflection, diffraction primaries
superimpose extended objects into common angles of
reconstruction varied by wavelength. For example, a Dittoscope
disperses 40° of sky into a single angle of reconstruction.
Because they strike the HOE at slightly different angles, a star
and its planets are superimposed at different wavelengths in
every point focused by the HOE. Other stars are also focused by
the primary, but unlike a Dittoscope, the HOMES secondary
disperses them away from the image plane. HOMES is
configured to receive a star and its planetary system across their
spectra over many reconstruction angles

Figure 2. HOMES

2. MODEL OF DEVICE
2.1

Primary Objective Holographic Optical Element

A HOE (holographic optical element) has a pattern of fringes that is
formed on a holographic plate by the interference of a coherent
monochromatic plane wave with a spherical wave from the same
source. Later when a plane wave is played back by the HOE it
focuses an incident plane wave to a point. If the plane wave is at the
same wavelength and the identical incident angle as the exposure, a
point appears where the spherical wave originated. If the angle of
the incident plane wave moves, the focus shifts laterally. If the
wavelength differs from the exposure wavelength, the focus shifts
toward or away from the HOE in inverse proportion to wavelength.

2°

Figures 2 and 3 show a HOE used as a primary objective. Please
note that this only illustrates the primary. The secondary optics will
be discussed later. The plane wave from the star “plays back” the
spherical wave into the space behind the HOE in Figure 2
(transmission) or in front of the HOE (reflection), Figure 3. Plane
waves at a star’s angle of incidence form a spectrum along an image
plane spanning an arc. In Figure 3, a rotation of 2° is subtended
between two sources on a reflection HOE as modeled in Zemax.
Rays of 600, 500 and 400 nm are colored by wavelength (red, green
and blue). At any focal point a star and its planetary system appear
within a very narrow band of wavelengths. Other sky objects are out
of register and out of focus. They are removed by secondary optics
we describe in the following sections.
2.2

Chromatic correction

With a HOE, objects that share a common angle of reconstruction
do not share a common focal length, because they are are at slightly
different wavelengths. HOE focal lengths decrease with wavelength.
To match focal lengths, a lens is used near the HOE focal plane. In
refraction, focal lengths increase with wavelength. It is well known
Figure 3 HOE “playback” of plane waves
and we have shown in our our own research that diffraction and
3
refraction counteract each other. There is a narrow wavelength
band covering one star and its planets that can be focused by a lens, Figure 4. Light from an exoplanetary system is then
injected into a fiber, where it can be nulled by spectral interferometry.
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Figure 4. An example of superimposed objects that subtend 310 mas on the HOE and are focused by a small lens. On the
left is a detail showing how they enter a 100 µm fiber tip. The optics were modeled in Zemax.

2.3

Spectral Interferometry

The focused images of a star and its planets at a very narrow wavelength band are injected into a fiber by the chromatic
correcting lens. At the distal tip, the radiation is expanded into an interferometer. In Figure 5, the nulling instrument is
represented in the a schematic as Michelson interferometer.

Figure 5. Multiple views of an exoplanetary system at slightly different wavelengths. The glare of the central star is
attenuated by interferometry while planets pass through to the slit. Each wavelength has its own interferometer.

Conventional astral interferometric telescopes must maintain equal path lengths from the star to the focal plane for each
wavefront. Path length accounting for HOMES’ nulling spectral interferometer begins at the distal fiber tip and extends
no further than the interferometer itself. This can be an very short path length. Prior art shown in Figure 6 demonstrates
the method. The TEDI spectral interferometer has been under development for stellar Doppler shift studies.4 When the
secondary is a spectrometer, nulls appear regardless of the path lengths back to the star.

Figure 6. A spectral interferometer, EDI, after Edelstein and Erskine. The interferometer is used after a fiber optic feed that
scrambles the phase relationships from a light source such as a star focused by a telescope.

TEDI, like our Dittoscope, does not take spectra of exoplanets, and rather than extinguishing the glare from the host star,
it depends on the star's radiation to take the radial velocity as measured through a Doppler shift to infer the presence of
orbiting gravitational masses, that is, exoplanets. However, the behavior of its interferometer, which works with post-

fiber radiation, suggests that the gold standard of astral interferometry which presumes equal path lengths from star to
image plane does not necessarily apply when discrimination is based on wavelength rather than spatial displacement.
The key to making a spectral interferometer is to observe the rule that for any ray at a precise wavelength there is a ray
to cancel it out. This pairing of matched rays can be achieved inside the frontal interferometer where each ray is split. A
matched pair of waves is then recombined to produce interference.
Astral interferometry that maintains equal path lengths from star to image plane can null the host star but also can
produce unwanted fringes inside the planetary field. HOMES’ spectral interferometer restricts nulling to the wavelength
band occupied by the host star. The remaining bandpass transmits the entire planetary system without any fringing.
Interference notch filters are a commodity item, but HOMES’ sharp notch is extraordinary because of its deep 1:10-10
extinction ratio and extremely narrow sub-Å cut. At this time, such interferometry does not exist. In the optical fiber
communications literature 1 cuts of 60 dB between sub-nanometer bands are predicted, Figure 7. 5 Integrated circuit
substrates, Figure 8, have the potential for extremely fine fiber diameters with very precise couplers over narrow
wavelength bands.6 Computer control of phase delays on both legs could make possible narrow cut and dynamic control,
as would be required for the HOMES notch filter. Integrated circuit technology greatly lowers size and mass while
promising vast increases in channel count. HOMES will call for thousands of channels.

Figure 7.Fiber Mach-Zehnder Interferometer Cut-off

2.4

Figure 8. CMOS Mach-Zehnder Modulator

End-to-end system

Past the interferometer exit slit, the planets’ wavelengths are
dispersed by a matched pair of transmission HOEs which
disperse objects beyond the exoplanetary system away from the
image plane. In the Zemax model, the HOEs in the spectrograph
are identical to the HOE used for the primary. This option was
investigated because arguably if one such HOE could be made, it
can be made again and again, and possibly replicated repeatedly
on a membrane from a single master.
If primary and secondary HOEs are in the 50 meter class,
HOMES is a telescope capable of angular resolving power in the
milliarcsecond regime. A 50 m HOE primary has an Airy disc at
the image plane of 1 µm for a 500 nm point source. The
theoretical resolving power at the image plane is better than 0.1
mas. In a preliminary Zemax model, Figure 10, two sources
subtending 300 mas on the primary were resolved as 50 µm
points spaced 18 mm apart on the image plane - approximately
10 mas resolution.
Figure 9. Dual HOEs, identical to the primary, in a pair
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Figure 10 Above: End to end Zemax diagram of HOMES. Below: 2 points 300 mas apart on 2 cm image plane.

Creating optical surfaces on the scale of 10 m and beyond, especially for deployment in space, has been daunting for
mirror primaries. Diffractive surfaces can be flat membranes and offer an alternative. We have shown in theory and
demonstrated by experiment that the flatness tolerances for diffractive surfaces are relaxed relative to the demands of
reflection and refraction. 1 Surfaces flat to the wavelength being diffracted are near to their theoretical limit of
performance. Related research by Andersen with a photon sieve membrane diffractive primary has corroborated our
assertion. “...the constraints on surface flatness are not as stringent as for refractive or reflective optics and makes photon
sieves a realistic alternative for space applications.” 7 It is possible to achieve milliarcsecond angular resolving power
with 50 m gratings that achieve flatness of one wave per meter.
Even with relaxed tolerances, maintaining sufficient flatness does require a method to mechanically stabilize a thin film
subject to vibrations. One method being explored through the NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts program is a
photonic muscle plastic that can be dynamically deformed by lasers.8

We propose the concept of a membrane sandwich, Figure 11,
which has a trapped gas inside and opposite polarity electrical
charges on a controlling matrix across the membrane. The gas
pushes out while the electrical charges pull in. This method
lends itself to the HOE pair used in the initial Zemax model of
a spectrograph illustrated above in Figure 9.
The output of HOMES could look like Figure 12, a stack of
narrow spectra that represent slices of all wavelengths along
Figure 11 Membrane Sandwich
one orthogonal axis of the planetary system. The vertical
dimension forms the spectrogram for the planets that appear along the horizontal axis. If a pair of HOMES telescopes is
arrayed orthogonally, the entire planetary system would be seen. Alternatively, a single HOMES telescope could rotate
90° and scan twice.

Figure 12 Simulated HOMES spectrogram subsection with Goldilocks zone planets.
The central star is nulled and each band shows the albedos of planets at a narrow wavelength.

2.5 Deployment
Since the primary objective and secondary HOEs are gossamer membranes, they can be packaged on rolls as illustrated
in Figure 13. The width of the HOEs is determined by rocket faring dimensions. Areal mass of the membrane should
fall well below the kilogram/meter entry barrier for large space telescopes. The lengths HOE is not constrained by
payload dimensions because of the ribbon form factor. The stretcher needed to hold the membrane would be segmented
for delivery. It might be assembled robotically during excursion or by astronauts in low earth orbit. The mass of the
stretcher and the optical stations associated with the device are presumably significant, and expendable propulsion fuel
may well limit mission life if stationed in a Lagrange Point orbit if there are no refueling strategies.

Figure 13 Membrane & stretcher ported as tube segments in a form factor compatible with payload geometry.

Formation flying of HOMES is sketched in Figure 14. If the telescope has a 50 m primary objective HOE, the overall
dimensions from end to end could exceed a kilometer.

Figure 14 HOMES would use formation flown components spanning more than a kilometer.

2.6 Research objectives
HOMES is an end-to-end system and has innumerable details from the fabrication of its many components, the
packaging for insertion, deployment, and operation. Factors such as operating wavelength bands, radiation shielding, and
attitude maintenance go beyond this paper. Here are some of the topics to be investigated immediately which include
potential obstacles that could prove fatal to the concept
• Spectral interferometry as coronagraphy
o Sub-Ångstrom notch filter cut-off bracketing star
o 100 dB extinction of star relative to planets
• Throughput in the face of light starvation
o Extremely weak photon count from 30th Magnitude planets
o Inefficiencies in optical pathways
• HOE optics
o Tolerance for groove to groove phase error
o Broadband focus acuity

3. CONCLUSION
Nothing in the past or on the horizon will report back the kind of detailed spectrographic data needed for definitive
discovery of habitable planets within 10 parsecs, while at the same time there is a decades’ old call for a solution to this
unsolved technical problem. Whether or not the spectral interferometer for HOMES will be able to bracket the star and
attenuate its flux by a factor of 10-10, HOMES’ angular resolving power coupled with unprecedented spectral resolution
is going to fit a long list of science drivers, to say nothing of cross-over into military and intelligence domains.
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